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Haiti disaster causes outpouring of activism

FUNDRAISING

In recession,
donations
remain steady
Kelton Sears
Senior Staff Writer

Photo by Win

McNamee | Getty Images

Residents of Port-au-Prince reach for water distributed outside the Hospital Espoire by the humanitarian group Save the Children.
Fernando Sioson
Assistant News Editor
As Seattle University reflects on the Haiti disaster, the thoughts of many turn to one question:
"How can I help?"
The 7.0 magnitude earthquake that shook
Haiti eight days ago continues to produce images ofdevastation for the world to see. The quake
struck the nations capital, Port-Au-Prince, leveling the city. The death toll is expected to reach at
least 50,000, but more than 3 million Haitians
have been affected by the disaster.
Campus Ministry is at the center of a number
of student-led relief efforts at Seattle U to assist
the devastated Caribbean country.

"It's part of our call as humans to come together and help those poor people," said Molly
Janicki, sophomore sports and exercise science
major. "Our mission at Seattle U is to serve that
call as best we can."
An e-mail sent by President Stephen Sundborg,
S.]. Wednesday called for prayer and asked for
anyone to give whatever they can to help the
Haitian people.
The university has offered counseling and
psychological services to anyone impacted by the
Haiti disaster. Likewise, a special mass was held
Thursday in the ecumenical chapel in
remembrance of lives lost.
Page
"It wouldn't have mattered if the
quake happened in Haiti, South

3,000,000
affected directly by disaster

50,000

people

estimated dead

200

compost options

and in-house television
Kelton Sears

Senior Staff Writer
Laundry machines might
be able

to

not

think, but in the next

couple of weeks they will be able
to tell a person when their laundry
is done.

Seattle University's new
"Laundry Notification System" will
allow students to check if a washing

machine is available in their residence hall through an online service. The system will also send messages to alert students when clothes
are done washing through either
e-mail or text message.
The system functions as a part
of Seattle U's existing software and
will not cost the school any additional fees to implement.
The university's previously outdated computer network was unable to run the required software
for the notification system. The
first test systems are expected in
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the Murphy Apartments within
the next few weeks.

The TV platform has
the capability to display
student content.
Housing is also trying to catch
up with another new amenity
that is commonly used in other
universities.
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Siena 'Book Art' exhibit
introduces novel concepts

This feature will be a new television channel, dubbed "ResLife
Cinema." Romando Nash, director
of Housing and Residence Life, said
students will be able to choose eight
movies to be played on the station
over the course of each month.
The channel will not only show
movies, but also advertisements
and films related to Seattle U.
Housing is excited because the
platform has the capability to display studentPage

generated content.
"One of the things

to

Books
beyond
bindings

e-mails offering help from SU
community to campus ministry

SU channel, laundry alerts coming to halls
HRL to offer laundry alerts,

The numbers look good this
year for Seattle University. With
donors focusing more on specific
areas and projects at Seattle U,
monetary donations to the university are on the rise.
University Advancements goal
of $2.4 million for the Seattle
University Fund this year is steadily being reached. Numbers have
grown significantly since 2004, a
year in which the school raised $1.5
million in the general fund.
The Seattle University Fund is a
general fund that supplies money
for the general operating budget,
but it focuses largely on financial
aid. When donors are asked to support the university, their money
goes to this fund unless they request it go to a specific part of the
university.
"We expect a slight decrease in
overall numbers this year compared
to last year's," said Donna Warren,
director of Annual
Giving. "One of the
Page
reasons is because many
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Capitol Hill to be 'prepared'
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Portland grad dies
serving Haiti orphanage
Frances Dinger
News Editor

"Molly was probably the most

As part of a global community,
Seattle University can't help but be
affected by international tragedy.
Molly Hightower, 22, was
found dead in Haiti early Friday.
Ms. Hightower was a University
of Portland 2009 graduate and
an alumna of Jesuit high school
Bellarmine Preparatory in
Tacoma, WA.
As an alumna of Bellarmine
Prep, Ms. Hightower had many
friends at Seattle U who described
her as having a compassionate
heart for children and victims of
other natural disasters. While in
high school, Ms. Hightower and
Seattle U senior Natalie Chan
worked together on a fundraising
campaign for tsunami victims.
"I hope her legacy lives
on," Chan said. "It's sad that
it takes something so tragic to
inspire people."
Ms. Hightower was volunteering in Haiti with Friends of the
Orphans, a nonprofit organization with hundreds of volunteers
and presence in nine countries,
when the earthquake struck
Port-au-Prince.

inclusive person I've ever met,"
said Erin Daniels, former classmate of Ms. Hightower. "It was
like she would befriend you al-

immediately."
During her time in Haiti, Ms.
Hightower worked with abandoned and disabled children.
most

She wrote about her work on her
personal blog, describing helping children in physical therapy
as well as being their teacher
and playmate.
On her blog, Ms. Hightower
said, "There's always sadness to focus on ifyou choose to. You'll look
down and see the burns someone
put on Yvonne's legs, maybe in an
attempt to burn the seizures she
often has out of her... But then,
Fabien comes in and trips all over
herself to run and give you a hug,
and Inderra makes eye contact
with you from across the room

and starts to laugh uncontrollably.
You gotta focus on the good."
Ms. Hightower's family has set
up a fund to benefit the Friends
of the Orphans. Donate at friend-

softheorphans.org/molly.
Frances may be reached at
fdinger@su-spectator.com

Donations increase with
Seattle U publicity
specific schools and col-

Cover

leges on campus."
�
These specific schools
and colleges are the
most popular area that alumni
donors choose to fund, according
to

Warren.

"People feel a closeness to those
places and want to support them,"
Warren said. "We expected a slight
lull collecting donations right after
such a big drive like [the Capital
Campaign]."
The slight decrease this year
is also in part due to the massive

Capital Campaign, which raised

Coverage of the school has increased significandy in the past year.
The Seattle Times recently assigned
a beat reporter to cover Seatde Us
basketball program specifically.
Sports Illustrated also covered the
university's basketball team.

friends and

parents of students,
much more successful than lettersending operations.
"Tell-a-Hawk receives commitments from, on average, 15 percent
to 20 percent ofits donors, whereas
the letters receive only one percent
to two percent," Warren said.
While the amount of money
brought in this way isn't as high, it
represents roughly 50 percent ofthe
donors overall.
Money is also collected from staff
donations, which totaled $204,350
last year with 32 percent of staff
offering donations. Students also
gave with the Senior Gift pledge,
which garnered $20,868 last year
from the 28 percent of students
who participated.
The largest amount of money
came from independent donorswho
donated larger sums.
"These are people like our board
of trustees or our regents," Warren
said. "It comes from foundations,
corporations, individuals who
leave their gifts to us by will; it's a
wide range."
According to Warren, Seatde U
would not be able to meet many of
its fundraising goals without donors
like these.

When people see an
SU basketball game

on broadcast TV [...]
that excites people.

$169 million before its conclusion

last year.
University Advancement is not
aiming to surpass $2.4 million in
donations, following 2009's total of
$2.6 million. However, fundraising
numbers are currently on track to
surpass the numbers from 2008.
Much of the reason why Seattle
U has had such success with fundraising is due to the fact that Seattle
U is seen as a school on the rise, officials said.
"With D-I, the new buildings
on campus and the general upward trend of the school, people
definitely see something they feel
is worth supporting," said Mark
Burnett, associate vice president of
University Advancement.

Casey Corr
Marketing and Communications

"When people see an SU basketball game on broadcast TV or when
they read about us in the newspaper, that excites people," said Casey
Corr, director of strategic communications for Seattle U Marketing
and Communications.
Other support for the Seattle
University Fund comes from a variety of places. Tell-a-Hawk, the student-driven calling center, brings in
the highest volume of donors. Last
year the call center raised $478,340
for the school, bringing in mostly
small donations from alumni,

Kelton can be reached at
ksears@su-spectator.com
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Residence hall technology to
receive upgrades, additions
I've talked about," Nash
said, "is having maybe
the top five winners
for Campus MovieFest
shown on the channel."
Other ideas for the channel in-

kind of a case of'Keeping up with
the Joneses.'"
Food in the vending machines
in residence halls will be changing
soon as well, reflecting healthier
choices and more vegetarian and
clude displaying announcements vegan options.
from Public Safety, the Student
"Things like walnuts and
Health Center, lectures by proPowerßars will be in there to give
fessors and ads for upcoming students more food choices late at
sports events.
night when things are closed," said
Kane Wieliczkiewicz, Residence Hall
Association president. The changes
Seattle U is behind
should go into effect in February
and feedback is being sought from
other universities in
students regarding the options.
Composting has spread from
having its own channel. Cherry Street Market into residence
halls thanks to the effort of Facilities
Services and the overall success of the
ResLife Cinema was originally program in C-Street thus far. Facilities
planned to arrive before the start of has placed compost bins in the recycle
winter quarter. The channel should and trash rooms on each floor of the
become available sometime in late residence halls across campus.
"To make it easier on students
January, according to Nash.
Seattle U is behind other uniwe've tried to mimic the color
versities when it comes to having its scheme that's been going on across
own channel.
campus," said Tyler Dierks, recy"The previous institution I cling coordinator and composting
worked at had this, and many others technician. Compost bins will be
do as well," Nash said. "So it's really
green and recycling bins will be
Cover

�

blue, just as they are in C-Street and
around campus.
"We want to make this easy for
students because we really hope this
new program is successful," Dierks
said. The bins were introduced Jan.
12 and are part of the gradual evolution ofthe composting plan that was
started this year.

It's informed students
who are going
to make the real

difference.
Tyler Dierks
Recycling Coordinator

"The next step is educating students," Dierks said. "We can have
these bins around campus, but it's
informed students who are going to
make the real difference."
Candace Shankel | The Spectatc

Kelton can be reached at
ksears@su-spectator.com

MLK marchers say 'justice
now' at 28th annual march

HRL will implement changes around the residence halls; texts whei
laundry is done, composting in dorms and an SU television channel
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Oscar Eason (below) state conference president ofthe NAACP Washington, shouts for justice during
the Martin Luther King Jr. march in Seattle on Jan. 18. Hundreds march from Garfield High School to
Jacksoon Federal Building.

The Spectator is now
accepting applications for
staff writer positions.

submit cover letter, resume
and writing samples to

editor@su-spectator.com
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Seattle residents
form emergency
preparedness team
Earthquake readiness high
priority for
preparedness group

meeting space at Bluebird Ice Cream,
but aside from her preliminary planning Wallis said she wants the group
to "grow

organically."
"My major goal is to get 30 or
more people to prepare kits with a
three-day supply of food and water

Katy McCourt-Basham

Staff Writer
A new group on the Hill wants its
citizens to be ready for the worst.
Capitol Hill Preparedness People
(CHiPP) is a new community group
that asks neighborhood residents
to be proactive in preparing for a
major disaster.
Group founder Angela Wallis became interested in disaster preparedness when she moved to Seattle four
years ago.
"It suddenly struck me that I was

this year," Wallis said. "I

want it to
want it

become whatever people

become."
The first CHiPP meeting was
more popular than Wallis expected.
Roughly 40 Capitol Hill residents
of all ages, backgrounds and experience levels convened in Bluebirds
small recreation room on Monday
to share ideas and hear what Wallis
had to say.
to

.

living in an earthquake zone," Wallis

People here seemed

said. "I knew that 1 needed to be prepared for the worst."
Prepare she did. Wallis completed
more than 30 hours of disaster training through Community Emergency
Response Training (CERT) and
Seattle Neighborhoods Actively
Preparing (SNAP). Through these
organizations, she learned to prepare
disaster kits, give first aid, shut off
utilities and manage people in the
event of a major disaster.
Wallis started formulating ideas
for CHiPP after she finished her
SNAP training. The city provided her
with some disaster preparedness literature to hand out, and she reserved a

more engaged,
community focused and
community minded
Cristin Carey
Capitol Hill Resident

Some attendees cited the recent
earthquake in Haiti as a reason for
their interest in the group.
"This whole Haiti situation really
hit home for me," said Paul Warner,

Katy McCourt-Basham

Seattle resident."This isn't just disaster
preparation. It's life preparation."
At the meeting, Wallis spoke
about the importance of disaster
preparedness kits. She emphasized
having an emergency supply of
food and water as the most important way to prepare for a disaster.
Capitol Hill is one of the densest
neighborhoods in Seattle and in a
time ofdisaster, Wallis hypothesizes,
the neighborhood would run out of

supplies quickly.
"Most grocery stores only have
about a two-day supply of food and
water," said Wallis, "That isn't enough
to sustain a neighborhood like this in
a major disaster."
Those attending the meeting offered their own ideas for preparedness kits—radios, flashlights, cash,

plastic bags, first aid supplies, kettles, blankets and heavy
shoes were among the listed
tents,

important items.
Most everyone in the group had
personal interest or past experience
to contribute, from ideas for evacuation sites to interest in improving
city-wide disaster planning.
Attendees were asked to sign
up on an e-mail list and to identify
their available tools, skills and training that could be of use in a disaster.
The group decided to meet again
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28th annual march honors
MLK's legacy

|

Apply Now! at

www.seattleu.edu/redhawkrietwork
Job ID

Due Feb 2,
|

to

King spoke

Advisor^^
|

Hundreds marched in downSeattle Monday in remembrance of the Civil Rights
Movement several days after
what would have been Martin
Luther King Jr.'s 81st birthday.
The crowd that rallied at Garfield
High School was estimated to be
between 600

Orientation

224421

20101
Questions? Contact x2525

newstudent@seattleu.edu |

Feb. 11 but has not yet announced
a location.
Capitol Hill resident Cristin
Carey said she was comforted by the
idea of a group like CHiPP.
"There was a disasterpreparedness
group in my apartment building, but
no one was really interested," Carey
said. "People here seemed more
engaged, community-focused and
community-minded."

Katy may be reached at
kmccourt@su-spectator.com

Specs of the
town

_

The Spectator

Capitol Hill group attendants discuss disaster preparedness after a community meeting.
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1,000 strong.
at

Garfield High

in November 1961, despite letters
sent to

the school saying

a

con-

troversial speaker should not be
allowed at a public school funded
by taxpayer dollars.
Organizers of the event held
community workshops on topics such as community building
and HIV in the African-American
community. This year's workshop theme was 'Justice Now!
Healthcare, Housing, Jobs
and Education!'
There were many children and
teens in the crowd that spanned
generational and racial gaps, celebrating the history of the Civil
Rights Movement as well as
rallying for its continuation in
other forms.
The group marched to the federal building on Second Avenue,
carrying signs with slogans promoting health care reform. Some
included slogans like "Money for
jobs and education, not war."
"I think he'd [King] be
proud of what we have here today," Former Garfield principal
Roscoe Bass told seattlepi.com.
"We have a lot to do, but this
will help."

week

Hernandez heads to
Mariners with $78
million deal
Hie Mariners are close to signing a deal with Venezuelan pitcher
Felix Hernandezworth $ 15.6 million a year and as much as $20
million in 2014.
The deal would make
Hernandez the highest paid
pitcher in Mariners franchise history and the ninth highest paid
MLB pitcher of all time. Only
Ichiro Suzukis contract of $17
million a year is higher on the
Mariners roster.
Hernandez's agent is in Seattle
negotiating the deal, which could
be finalized as early as Friday.
Hernandez would then be just
one stateside physical away from
closing the deal.
Hernandez, a pitcher whose
fastball has been clocked as high
as 100 mph, is just 23 years old.
This deal would buy out his free
agency for the next offseason. He
would be able to sign a new contract during his next free agency
period, when Hernandez is 28
years old.
Hernandez has started in all
34 games he has played for the
Mariners, averaging 3.5 runs allowed per game including an improved 2.5 runs allowed per game
last season.With the acquisition
ofCliffLee by the Mariners from
Philadelphia in a trade last month,
the Mariners now have two proven
pitchers in Hernandez and Lee.
News tips? Leads? E-mail news@suspectator.com
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Students take action
to aid quake victims
Cover

�

Africa, France or
Seattle," said Nick

Coffman, ecumenical chapel event
coordinator. "What matters is what we can do to help

right now."
Donations from that service
masses held
in the next two weeks will all be
given to Catholic Relief Services
and Jesuit Refugee Services to
aid in their emergency work
in Haiti.
"It's simply devastating; the
images that are coming out are
horrific," said Sean Bray, Campus
Ministry's social justice minister. "We have to build awareness of Haiti's social economic
situation if we hope to move
toward restoration."
Bray has been tasked with coordinating Seattle Us efforts to
help with the disaster. He received
more than 200 e-mails within two
days of the earthquake from faculty members and students eager

and from Sunday

to

help.

JT±J%

the Caribbean country.
Derek Rogalsky is one such

Teach English
in Japan

Enthusiastic and professional individuals: Apply to teach English conversation to
adults and children at one of AEON Corporation's 320+ schools throughout Japan

We are interviewing in Portland, OR: February 6 th Bth8 th
Seats are limited. Apply by February 3,2010
-
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ofhumanitarianaid to Haiti, but
the difficulty of navigating the
dilapidated roads of the country has slowed the relief effort to
a crawl.
"First world countries should
step up and help not only with
disaster relief, but with the country's poverty level as well," said
Roxana Garcia, a Seattle resident
who started a Facebook group
called 'In Solidarity with our
Haitian Friends.'
Garcia is appealing to several restaurants and establishments around Capitol Hill to
assist in gathering monetary
donations for relief groups in
Haiti. Garcia's Facebook group
has gained almost 800 members
since last week and is continuing
to grow.
Other Seattle U students intended on creating a more personal impact in Haiti, but the
school recently revoked travel
permissions for mission trips to

Most messages asked about student whose mission trip has
donating money to relief efforts been put on hold indefinitely.
or learning more about the trag"This is a country where
edy. One e-mail read, "I want to most people cannot read or
write," said Rogalsky, senior biohelp these people in any way possible. Tell me how I can help."
chemistry major. "Most don't
Bray met with a number of have access to clean water and
student leaders Wednesday to are unemployed."
discuss what the Seattle U comRogalsky, along with five
munity could do to pledge aid. other students and one faculty
Ideas such as a student concert, member, planned on going to
a men's basketball halftime show,
Haiti in March. They have since
student-led public discussions transitioned to fundraising efand a T-shirt sale were among forts, working closely with relief
those proposed.
groups like the Haitian Project to
Much of the concern surraise funds.
The struggle in Haiti is an onrounding the disaster is focused
on the country's poor economic
going one. Even the damage left
state prior to the disaster.
by Hurricane Katrina is still eviHaiti is considered-to be dent as relief groups continue to
one of the poorest nations in
work in New Orleans. The effects
the Western Hemisphere. The of such a disaster on an already
country's impoverished state impoverished nation will be seen
contributed to the magnitude of for years to come.
the disaster. The quake crippled
"It's time to put political agenthe few water and power lines das and ulterior motives aside,"
said Kelly Glenn, junior internain the country, making it difficult for humanitarian groups to tional studies major. "It's time to
show we are human."
provide assistance.
President Obama and other
countries' leaders have commitFernando can be reached at
ted troops and millions of dollars fsioson@su-spectator.com
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Meet Your Representatives!

Kevin Eggers
At-Large Representative
Year:
Major:

Junior

Email:

eggersk@seattleu.edu

Philosophy & Political Science
Committees: President's Advisory Board
Office Hours:
Tuesday 1 2-1:00pm, 4-s:oopm
Thursday 1 2:00 pm -1:00pm
(206) 296-6050
Office Phone:

Mark Maddox
Commuter Representative
Year:

Sophomore

Major:

Strategic Communications
Committees:
Appropriations
Office Hours:
Wednesday 2:00 pm -3:3opm
Thursday 1:00 pm -2:3opm
(206) 296-6050
Office Phone:
Email:

maddoxm@seattleu.edu

Not ready

for the LSAT?
Let us demonstrate our proven
method (since 1988)for success:
individual strategies, real tests for
practice, and true support from
sign-up through school acceptance.

Just one price

Our nine-week course features
36 hours of class time, weekly
help sessions, eight mock exams,
tutoring, and personal admissions
counseling. All for $1095.

We know the answers

Go to our website and find out
about the next free seminar.

www.stevenklein.com
Sandy HayesJ.D. and Steven Klein

Insurance

A bachelor's degree and perfect command of
English required. Japanese language or teaching

Visit our website for more information and to apply.
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The Steven Klein Company
5031 University Way NE Seattle

206-524-4915
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public
safety

reports

Medical Assist
Jan. 14,11:45 a.m.
Campion SFD Public Safety and
SFD responded to a student experiencing severe back pain. The
student was transported to a local
hospital for further evaluation.

Safety Assist

Jan. 14,10:30a.m.
Public Safety recovered needles
near the student residence at
1217 E. Barclay Ct. Public Safety
appropriately secured the items in
a medical waste container.

et cetera
thespectator
recommends
nvrn

Public Safety and police contacted a non-affiliate male sleeping on
the central stairwell of the Pigott
building. The male was trespass
warned from university property
and escorted off campus.

lecture

The Nasty Cinema
Associate Professor Jim Forsher highlights
the nastiest moments from the 50 years of film
history before reactionary film censorship laws
were put into place. Few groups are spared in
these films, which are misogynistic, racist and
religiously prejudicial. Forsher will be showing clips from these films and explaining their
motivation, history and cultural context. Casey
Commons, 7 p.m.

|7?TV

|
Trespass
Jan. 16, 8:40 p.m.

EVENT

Casino Night

Housing and Residence Life and Dance
Marathon bring "Arabian Nights" to campus
with their annual Casino Night. Festivities include drinks, dancing and gambling, with proceeds to benefit the Seattle Children's Hospital.
The event is semi-formal and special guests include Seattle U "celebrity" dealers like Father
Sundborg. Campion Ballroom, 7:30 p.m. $3
minimum donation.
R9TS

PLAY

I The Island of Slaves

Trespass

Jan. 15, 3:30 a.m.

The Island of Slaves, the first musical perat the Lee Center, is a musical adaptation

formed
Public Safety and police contacted two non-affiliate males
sleeping in the shrubbery on the
northeast corner ofHunthausen.
The males were both cooperative and positively identified. The
males were trespass warned
from university property and escorted offcampus.

Alcohol
Jan. 16,12:30 a.m.
Public Safety and Housing and
Residence Life responded to a
noise complaint involving alcohol
at the Logan Court Townhomes.
Public Safety identified all the
occupants. The incident was
forwarded to conduct.

For a complete listing of public
safety incidents check out our Web
site at www.su-spectator.com

sudoku solution
326784951
795321846
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4569372'

278153694
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of a 19th century French comedy about a famous beauty stranded on an island with her
housekeeper. The music was arranged forSeattle
University by composer Casey James, who has
written songs for the likes of Elton John. The
types of music are varied, moving from rock
to jazz and opera. The Lee Center, 7:30 p.m.
$6-$ 10
VJIIII LECTURE

| Wild Literary Adaptations
While some movies stay true to their literary inspirations, others take adaptations to a
whole new level by using the work as a frame
for a completely different story. In this lecture
at the Frye, actor Robert Horton discusses and
shows clips from a few unconventional movie
adaptations including "O Brother, Where Art
Thou? "(based on "The Odyssey") and "Prospero
Books" (adapted from "The Tempest"). Frye Art
Museum, 2 p.m.

fyvjffl

lecture

| Patti Smith at Benaroya
Long recognized as a prolific musician, artist
and poet, Patti Smith has taken the plunge into
prose with her new book "Just Kids," a memoir
about her longtime friendship with photographer Robert Mapplethorpe. Said Vanity Fair,
"More than 30 years after its release, 'Horses'
still has the power to shock and inspire young
musicians to express themselves with unbridled
passion. Now she brings the same raw, lyrical
quality to her first book of prose." Benaroya
Hall, 7:30 p.m. $10 for students under 25.

fffSHl

CONCERT

HtM Castanets in Ballard
Castanets, from Sufjan Stevens Asthmatic
Kitty Records, are playing at the Ballard Mine.
Their haunting, nostalgic blues style fills silent
spaces with hollow echoes, sparse guitar and the
occasional finger-picked banjo. Also playing is
Alps of New South Wales who offer songs with
fuzzy organ and crunchy drumbeats. The opening bands include two Seattle locals. Playing first
is iji, a dance band reminiscent of Tullycraft,
but with a brass section. After iji comes World
History, a folk duo who sings about historical
figures and events. Ballard Mine, 8 p.m. $7

L
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PRESENTATION

USB Low-budget travel

Worried that you won't be able to go abroad
because it's too expensive? Join Professor
Adelman as she presents tips, sources and other
information for those traveling on a tight budget
or looking for an alternative to traditional study
abroad programs. An international experience
may not be out of your reach! Student Center,
room 130, 12 p.m.

rnjKl

CONCERT

I Garage Voice

The music of Seattle rockers Garage Voice offers a genre-jumping journey from folk to blues.
Their atmospheric vocals and religious content
make for a unique SEAC-sponsored listening
experience. Student Center Hearth, 8 p.m.

BLOG.SU-SPECTATOR.COM

Rumors fly about Apple's next gadget
Angelo Carosio
Online Editor
iSlate? iTablet? iPad? One of the
biggest mysteries surrounding the upcoming Apple press event isn't what
they're going to release, but instead
what thealmost inevitable tabletMac
will be named, and more importantly,
what it will do.
We will all find out on Jan. 27
when Apple holds one of their worldfamous press conferences to announce
new gadgets.
The tablet Mac is almost a certainty, and it's about time.
The rumors surrounding an Apple
tablet running some form ofMac OS
have been around since shordy after
the iPhone was released. There have
been many a press conference where
geeks held their breath hoping for that
"one more thing" to be announced at
the end, only to have their hopes and
dreams shattered when the only noteworthy product release was slightly
redesigned iPods.
The speculation is immense: Some
bloggers are saying it's going to have
a new version of iPhone OS on it, essentially making it a huge iPod Touch,
or, as a source close to Apple put it, an
"iPhone on steroids."
Others are claiming it will run a
full-fledged version ofSnow Leopard,
like a normalMac computer with new
touch controls. Nobody really knows
anything for sure.
The real question that the idea of
an Apple tablet brings up is the who
factor. Who is Apple going to cater

this device to? If the market they're
looking for is the e-reader market,
and they're trying to go toe-to-toe
with devices like the Kindle, a modified iPhone OS would work great.
But the price would have to be low
for any legitimate competition, and

They're taking
emerging tech and
making it easy to use.
Imageby

that's something we all know Apple
isn't very good at.
If it's aimed at creative professionals like artists, photographers and
filmmakers, it would almost have to
run a full copy ofOSX. I'd like to see
them try to market a device to professional artists without Illustrator and
Photoshop or to filmmakers without
Final Cut. It just wouldn't work.
As it stands right now, it seems
like Apple isn't really doing anything
groundbreaking here, but rather doing
what they've done in the past: taken
emerging tech and made it easy to
use for the masses. They did it with
smartphones and the iPhone, with
MP3 players and the iPod, and with
old-school command-line computers
and the Mac.
There are plenty of tabletPCs out
running Windows right now, but
none of them are impressive, none of
them do anything too exciting out of
the touch or pen input that people

macfriesland.de

Many artists have tried their hand at predicting the look of the rumored Apple tablet computer.
are buying them for. For Apple to be
successful here, they have to provide
something new and exciting to get everyone's attention, as well as the ability for thekind of people who usually
buy tablet PCs to do what they've
been doing for years on the friendlier
Mac OS.
Since this device has been kept under wraps so well, the only thing that
exists is rumors and guessing.
There are rumors that magazine
publisher Conde Nast is making tablet-formatted versions of its magazines
for use on the tablet, which would
point to a more iPod or iPhone-like
gadget with an emphasis on content
consumption.
There are also rumors that it will
cost around $ 1,000, which seems like
a bit much to pay for a device aimed at
reading magazines and e-books. Again,

nobody really knows anything.
This tablet announcement is perhaps the most significant Apple announcement since the iPhone. We
knew almost everything about the iPhone before it came out (including the
completely obvious name), because a
smartphone is a little bit easier of a
thing to pin down.
The idea of a "tablet" Mac could
mean a whole load of things, and really the only thing to do is wait patiendy
until the 27th. Plenty of blogs will be
posting up-to-the-minute reports of
the announcement, and I know I'll be
glued to my screen for the duration.
Angelo may be reached at
webmaster@su-spectator.com
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Campus Voice:
How should Seattle
U respond to the
earthquake in Haiti?
Corinne Mahoro
Sophomore, Int'l Studies

Audrey Musewe
Junior, Sociology

Tillie Goldberg
Junior, Sociology

"I think everyone should get
involved. If you are specialized
in a field, you could go over or
help from here in any way you

"I think we should do a little
more than prayer."

"Free trip down there to help.
Do what needs to be done.
There are a bunch of intelligent
people on campus, let's not let
their abilities go to waste."

can.I!
-

-

_

"As a university where there is so much emphasis
on cultivating a global perspective, it is our
responsibility to step to the plate and really deliver.
As far as what that means, it's hard to say."
Charles Lachmann
Senior, International Business

Interviews and photos by Matthew Brady
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Comedy and commentary carry production
Kat Catlett
Staff Writer

Slap-stick comedy and guitar-heavy rock songs bring
18th century French play to life at the Lee Center
beginning Jan. 21.
"The Island of Slaves," directed by Seattle U professor Ki Gottberg and adapted from the play by Pierre
an

Marivaux, tells the story of two aristocrats and their
who have been shipwrecked on an island.
The island, called Slave Island, is run completely
by slaves who have their own form of government.
Their government forbids any form of servitude and
eventually forces the aristocrats and their servants to
swap roles.
The rest ofthe production takes the audience through
a comedic portrayal of the changes and growth each charservants

experiences.
Anne Marie Jones, freshman theater major, plays
Euphrosine, a pompous aristocrat who treats her servant
acter

terribly. Though Euphrosine only cares about her own
misery at the beginning of the production, she soon casts
aside all her insignificant worries and empathizes with
her servant.
Robert Keene, sophomore theater and music major, plays Iphiacrites, a vain French aristocrat who goes
through a similar transformation.
"He goes through a big change," Keene said. "He starts
out very gigantic and slowly becomes more real."
Elspeth Walker, senior theaterand English major, plays
the very bitter maid Cleanthis. At the beginning of the
production, Cleanthis is completely blinded by the way
she's been mistreated and craves revenge. After a few hilariously vicious scenes, Cleanthis learns to find compassion
and forgiveness.
Sean Shannon, senior theater major, plays the role
of Harlequin, the second servant and the piece's most
comical character. Through the use of extreme, clown-like
comedy, Harlequin finds himself in the role of master for
the first time in his life.

Nick Wichman, junior theater major, plays the role
ofTrivelin, the native leader ofSlave Island. He's considered the doctor of the island who can fix anyone's faults
with his philosophical life lessons about revenge and
being human.
"The character who runs the island thinks of it as a
place ofrehabilitation for people who don't have the ability to empathize," Gottberg said.
While the story was written in the 18th century, it
remains very relevant to today's world.
"So much of our culture is about 'I want to berich and
famous,' but does being that make you above someone
else?" Gottberg said. "Human beings are meant to be
rational, humane and human."
"The Island ofSlaves" opens Jan. 21 and runs Thursday
through Sunday untilFeb. 7. Tickets range in price from
$6 to $10.

Kat may be reached at
acatlett@su-spectator.com.

DEBUTMSICAL MIXED

MASTERS AND SLAVES GETUP
IN LEE CENTER'S
Creating the

look and sound
of 'Slaves'
Tech

The technical side of "The Island of Slaves" may happen behind the
scenes, but extensive light and sound work plays a major role in bringing the

production together.
The light show's bright colors and eye-catching design and loud, almost headbanging electric guitar sets keep the audience hooked, and the original score will
make viewers almost want to get up and move with the actors onstage.
"Its certainly not a quiet show," said Casey Fern, senior theater major and
stage manager.
But the biggest part ofthe technical design, says adjunct professor and resident
lights designer Ben Zamora, is simply accenting the performance.
"We're trying to let the actors be seen, Jet the location be set," Zamora said.
"The songs are where we can really open up the emotional arc of the character."

Set
Though it features a simpler, more minimalist set than previous Seatde
University shows, a lot has gone into the set design for The Island of Slaves.
Planned specifically for the Seattle U adaption by set designer and Fine
Arts professor Carol Wolfe Clay, the stage consists of two pieces: one large
square plane in the front for performance and a long rectangular segment
behind it for actors to move quickly to and from backstage. Behind these
stands a large backdrop of parchment-style decoupage, which gives the set a
weathered, cut-up look.
With the entire set done in a blank, off-white color and simple shapes,
Clay hopes to avoid the limitations and cliches ofa simple island set. Instead,
Clay explained, she wanted to offer the clean-slate of a Utopian setting to
compliment the play's theme of new beginnings.
"It's sort oflike a blank canvas," Clay said.
The set also provides an exceptional medium for the play's vivid light show
and the broad movements of the actors, allowing all aspects of the production
to come together for a captivating and expressive performance.
Seamus McKeon may be reached at smckeon@su-spectator.com

Costume

;

Lush with the frills and detail of an Enlightenment-era aristocrat's wardrobe, the costumes for "The Island of Slaves" play a major role in carrying the issue of class and role-reversal in the musical, according to director

Ki Gottberg.
Wardrobe is particularly visible for this production given the simple set
design. Designed by Harmony Arnold, costume designer and professor, the
period-specific designs maintain the look and feel of 18th century France
for the modernized show.
"[The play is] very costume heavy, in terms of having period costumes,"
said Casey Fern, senior theatre major and stage manager. "[Arnold] made
costumes that are not only beautiful but that perform in themselves."
Even more astounding is the intricacy involved in the costumes, which
had to be designed for quick changes on stage. As the aristocrats and slaves
trade roles midway through the production, the actors needed to be able
to remove layers of formal clothing while keeping time with-a fast-paced
musical number.
Design for the costumes started in August before the play was cast, and
since then each outfit has gone through three fittings. But even after months
ofpreparation, Arnold and her crew of student assistants will still be making
changes after each performance to improve the appearance and coordination
of the wardrobe, creating a newer and better design for every show.
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Rock score gives revived play a new voice
Aubrey Eyre

Staff Writer
The scene is a typical night out at the theater, a play
with an 18th century look. It seems almost Shakespearean
until, mid-soliloquy, an actor whips an electric guitar from his back and begins rocking out to a song
about vengeance.
Seattle University's winter theater production
"The Island of Slaves" is the first musical in the Lee
Center, adapted by director Ki Gottberg and composer
Casey James.
Gottberg says the music "brings the play into the
21st century."
The script and the music maintain a modern sound
that ranges all across the board of music genres, from Latin
and jazz to opera and rock.
Gottberg had the idea to turn the play into a musical last year, and after working with him previously,
she brought on James for the project. Though all the
songs have the modern sound, two of them maintain
the old-style lyrical text of the original playwright,
Pierre Marivaux.

"Some of Pierre Marivaux's words were very lyrical so
I just took them and set it to music," James said.
James wrote about three-fourths of the music before auditions, but Gottberg had ideas about songs for
specific singers.
"I've done two previous projects with Ki, and when
she came to me with this she said she had some great
singers that she wanted solid parts for," James said.
"She had me listen to Robert Keene and Anne Marie
Jones, and when I heard them, I knew I had to write
them a song."
Keene, a sophomore theater major, has been working
closely with James and Gottberg to take full advantage
ofthis opportunity.
"Working with Casey is amazing," Keene said. "I have
been playing more with dynamics, especially quiet dynamics, since it is such a small space."
Gottberg is also excited for the learning experience it gives students as they come to understand their
own abilities.
"It's exciting for the students because they get a feel for
their range," Gottberg said. "It's a furthering art form."
The black box theater in theLee Center is not normally

Mary K. Bryant-Likens | The Spectator

considered the ideal setting for a big musical production,
but the cast and crew all seem to be curious and excited
to work in the space.
"It'd be nice if SU had a space for music, but we are
making do with what we have," Gottberg said. "It takes
a lot ofwork."
The cast and crew are making constant lastminute

adjustments.

"Each night is a little different, but we have a constant
[sound board] operator managing the balance, so we put
out a live organic sound," said Brendan Hogan, the musical's sound technician.
According to James, musicals usually take about two
years just to put together. "Considering the time they have
had for this production, it has come together amazingly
well. In terms ofsize and sound, sometimes good things
come from limitations," James said.
The musical is a new experience for Seattle U, but
the hard work and challenges involved in the production
will offer just as much for the audience as it has for the
cast and crew.

Aubrey may be reached at aeyre@su-spectator.com

1. Before runthroughs begin, costume assistants
and techs make sure microphones and costumes
are in place. 2. While singing
about the traits of his master Harlequin also makes
obscene body gestures. 3.
The slaves sing or tell about
their employers. 4. Senior
theatre major Sean Shannon
and sophomore theaterand
music major Robert Keene
as Harlequin and Iphiacrites,
respectively, realize that they
are stranded on the island
of slaves. 5. Cast members
intersperse dialogue with
live music.
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Study abroad students tear up texts in Vachon
Kelton Sears
Senior Staff Writer

teacher. "The idea of puzzles and my tendency to doodle little creatures naturally led me
to this."
Pieces more serious in tone appeared at
the exhibition as well.
"The Book of Death" stood out next to
other pieces, covered in black with gold lettering scrawled on. Its creator, Tina Rose, senior
visual art major, found inspiration in Italy
closer to her than she expected.
"I was actually living next to the oldest
hospital in Siena," Rose said, "where plague
victims were taken in the 1400s."
Living next to the hospital, which was
also beside a large burial ground, meant
death was constantly on Rose's mind.
Her piece is meant to tackle the idea of
death head on. The pages of the piece are
full of detailed views about death from
other cultures, various euphemisms for
death, and ideas about what happens after
someone dies, all bound inside a morbid jet
black exterior.
"Death is a very untouchable situation,"
Rose said. "But it's a beautiful thing because we can't have life without death, and
vice versa."
The variety of pieces was notable, inviting
viewers to touch, feel and read to completely
take them in. One piece forced viewers to
squat down and look at it with a lower perspective to fully experience the whole scene
it presented: an old village with a castle and
rolling hills ail made out of one continuous
piece of paper.
Spectators reacted with enthusiasm over
the display, intrigued by the unique book

Spectators hesitated slightly as they
at the piece on the wall, which
looked like a porcupine made of tightly
coiled paper strands. "Feel free to touch"
read the sign below. Most of the art that
debuted at the Vachon Gallery in the Fine
Arts building Thursday had been torn to
shreds, cut up, folded, rolled, hung
from the ceiling or had things glued to
them—all on purpose, offering an equally
tactile experience.
Those unique pieces of art were created by
16 students who took part in a program that
spent July studying art, Italian language and
bookmaking in Siena, Italy. Students then
created these pieces out of physical books
themselves, using pages, type, paper and
binding as their media.
"Book Art," according to Professor Naomi
Kasumi "dates back to the illuminated manuscripts of the Renaissance."
Kasumi, a book artist herself, mentored
the students in Siena and worked with them
on their ideas, trying to inspire them to look
at books differently than they had before.
"I encouraged my students to ask what the
purpose of a book is and how we can make
that more contemporary," Kasumi said.
For students, the experience with such a
unique art form was valuable.
"It was amazing," said David Sepulveda,
senior visual arts major. "It was great taking
away the technical skill of bookbinding."
Sepulveda has several pieces in the exhibition, one of which was entitled "Hello, I'm a art style.
Monster." The piece consists of a book bound
"I think it's inspiring, and very insightful,"
in Coptic style (with wide visible braids) consaid Dan Duffy, chief technology officer at
taining pages with grooves for puzzle pieces. Office of Information and Technology, who
When the puzzles are assembled, they form a attended the opening of the exhibition. "This
story book about cute and kind monster creabeing my first experience with book art, I'm
tures. Phrases like "I like to hug" and "Do you
really surprised by the creativity."
have any good books to read?" accompany
The exhibition will be at the Vachon
the pictures of the monsters in an effort to be Gallery in the Fine Arts building for the rest
of winter quarter.
disarmingly friendly.
"With the piece I wanted to teach kids
that all is not as they appear," said Sepulveda, Kelton can be reached at
who at one point wanted to be an elementary ksears@su-spectator.com
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Sonya Ekstrom
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"Are You There Mr. Wind Up Bird?" by Madisen Semet, junior digital design major.

This week's new releases
FILM: 'Legion'

"Legion,"

apacolyptic thriller,
comes out in theaters Friday. Having given
up hope on humanity, God sends all of
his angels to Earth to bring about the end
of the world. These angels, however, have
no white wings or halos. But they fly in
swarms that darken the sky, and sometimes
even exhibit vampire-like tendencies.
The plot follows a small group of
people who find themselves in a smallan

town diner when chaos strikes. The twist?
A woman in the group is pregnant with the
messiah, and the archangel Michael, played
by Paul Bettany, disobeys God's orders and
protects them.

MUSIC: 'Szygy' by Polka Dot Dot Dot
Polka Dot Dot Dot's sincere folk songs
float in the air in a tender yet powerful way.
Politely demanding your full attention,
their stories about ghost lovers and magic
spells leave listeners with a warm, familiar feeling. Although based in Olympia,
the group first met while in New Zealand,
where they combined their solo projects into
one set. The trio uses instruments such as

banjo, ukulele, guitar and even their own
clapping hands and stomping feet to accompany their voices, often orchestrated
in three-part harmonies and rounds. Their
newest album, "Szygy," is available now on
vinyl and CD through Bicycle Records and
Electricity/Lust Records.

BOOK: 'Wild Child' by T.C. Boyle
T.C. Boyle's ninth collection of short
stories, titled "Wild Child," will be published Thursday. The title story is Boyle's
interpretation of Victor, a child found in
the woods of France in 1797. Other tales
include a story about a Mexican boy who
is unable to feel pain and a man who lies
about the death of his newborn so he can
get time off work. Boyle's writing throughout the book challenges the reader to consider what makes us human; is it our upbringing, emotions, morals? Works by
Boyle have been included in "The New
Yorker," and he has authored 20 novels and
several comics.
JenniferWilliams may be reached at
jwilliams@su-spectator.com

Sonya

Ekstrom | The Spectator

Unlike at most art exhibits, visitors are encouraged to touch these altered books.
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PostSecret founder
gets personal at SU
Mary Pauline Diaz
Entertainment Editor

planned to give the postcard to
Warren.
"[PostSecret] pushes people
outside of their comfort zone. It's
something that's extremely liberating," Gonzalez said. "I kind
of wish I had gone up to the

Frank Warren of the Post Secret
series is said to
have seen more secrets than any
other living person, and hundreds of students and commumicrophone."
That rare opportunity may be
nity members lined up outside
Campion Hall and on the rainy whathas drawn so many people to
sidewalk of James Street Thursday PostSecret and Thursday's event.
to listen to Warren share some of
"When we got the sense that the
those secrets.
Facebook event was going viral, we
Campion Ballroom filled to its realized we'd have to use the biggest
maximum capacity of 650 with venue we had," Wilson said.
students, faculty and outside community members. Tim Wilson, diCampion Ballroom
rector of Student Activities, which
sponsored the event, estimates
roughly 30 or 40 people were filled to its maximum
not admitted.
capacity of
Students were admitted before other members of the public
since Seattle University funded
The event was originally schedthe event, Wilson said. The event
cost $ 15,000and entrance was free
uled for Pigott Auditorium, which
holds no more than 400 and
to all.
the
During
presentation, hosted Warren on his 2007 tour.
Warren shared stories behind the The decision to move was made in
project, postcards that could not be December, yet ballroom renovapublished and some of the stories tion was still in its final stages the
of people impacted by Post Secret— morning of the event.
Wilson also noted the chalincluding himself.
"At a level beneath my own lenges of keeping a respectful atawareness at the time, I was strugmosphere around Campion for
gling with parts of my past, and those who weren't attending, such
through PostSecret I was able as those celebrating Mass in the
to find reconciliation," Warren
Ecumenical Chapel.'
said. "Maybe by sharing that
"We did our best to keep things
story I can inspire others to share quiet and respectful for Mass and
their stories that can help others to clear a pathway, or for the peoas well."
ple who lived in Campion and
were just trying to get home,"

blog and book

650.

The most extraordinary
part is when people [...]

will stand up and reveal
their deepest secrets.
Frank Warren
Post Secret, founder
In fact, audience members
had the opportunity to go up
to a microphone and share their
own secrets.

"It felt like a relief. I didn't even
know they did that," said Danielle
Watkins, a community member
who shared at the microphone.
"One of the things I've been working on is being more open. I said,
'Why not? Face a fear.'"
For Warren, this is the most important aspect ofhis appearances.
"For me, the most extraordinary part is when people, in front
of [hundreds] of their classmates,
will stand up and reveal their deepest secrets, like we heard tonight,"
he said.
Warren also stayed for a book
signing and sold copies of his
most recent book, "PostSecret:
Confessions on Life, Death, and
God." Profits of those sales went
to the Seattle U Bookstore.
Wes Gonzalez, sophomore
political science major, was
writing his secret on a postcard while he was waiting in
line for the book signing. He

Wilson said.
Student Activities enlisted
extra support from Conference
and Event Services, Public Safety
and SEAC to handle the extra
traffic and complexity, as well as
University Communications to
deal with the unexpected volume and nature of questions
and discussion on the Facebook
event pages.
Members of the public were
concerned by the policy of allowing students entrance to the
event first, and there was also
some confusion as to whether
the event would even be open to
the public.
One woman from Poulsbo,
Wash, arrived more than four
hours prior to the event. Other
community members asked random students to escort them as
their guests, borrowed the IDs
of friends who study or work at
Seattle U or used expired IDs
as alumni.
Even Warren said he has "been
shocked by how it's resonated with
people around the world."
That's exactly what Wilson
said Student Activities hoped to
tap into.
"We like to do a broad range
of programming in Student
Activities," he said. "But to do
something that hits the raw
nerve like Frank Warren does is

extremely gratifying."
Mary Pauline may be reached
at entertainment@su-spectator.
com.

Katy McCourt-Basham | The Spectator

Chase Jarvis hopes to make photography less gear-centric and more about "capturing the moment."

Local artist takes a shot
at phone photography
Eyes are zooming in on
Chase Jan/is' iPhone
photos and camera app
Katy McCourt-Basham
Staff Writer

Though his sleek Wallingford
studio is certainly not lacking the
high-tech gear one might expect of
a professional photographer, Chase
Jarvis' philosophy about the importance of high-quality equipment is
not typical of a photographer of
his stature.
"It's not about who has a bigger
camera or more gear," Jarvis said.
"It's about capturing the moment
with whatever's available."
For the last several months,
Jarvis has been working hard to
spread his philosophy with an
iPhone application, a live-sharing community and the world's
first book of photos taken with
an iPhone.
His interest in shooting on
something as basic as a phone
reflects the roots of Jarvis'
background

in

photography.

His first cameras were passed down
from relatives, and he has absolutely no formal training. Originally
on track to go to medical school,
it wasn't until well into his 20s that
Jarvis knew that he wanted to be
a photographer.

Chase Jarvis had
absolutely no

formal training.
The ideas for the iPhone projtogether not long after
the iPhone was released in 2007.
Jarvis really liked that the iPhone
had a camera and began using it as
a visual journal ofhis travels and
everyday life.
"I became really enamored with
the fact that it was so simple," Jarvis
said. "One button, that's it."
After Apple launched the
app store, Jarvis decided that he
wanted to develop a photography
ects came

application for the iPhone.
The application is called "Best
Camera," and it allows users to
take photos, add filters and effects and upload them to Twitter,
Facebook, Flickr or the application's own online community
(thebestcamera.com), which offers
a live feed of uploads from around
the world.
Best Camera was a success, making top application lists of magazines and Web sites like Wired and
MacWorld.
Jarvis' book, "The Best Camera
is the One That's with You," features around 200 photos he took
on his iPhone and edited with
the Best Camera application.
The photos range from big cityscapes to signs, icicles and friends.
Most of these photographs are
endearingly simple and strikingly
clear, despite the camera's mere
3.2 megapixels.
"I want people to see this book
and think 'I couldhave taken that,"'
Jarvis said. "I'm advocating for the
democratization of photography
[...] everyone should be able to
contribute their own perspective."
Jarvis has also been teaming up
with restaurateur Michael Hebb to
document "Songs for Eating and
Drinking," a series of commontable dinners for musicians.
The two met through a mutual
friend and found a way to combine
things they really love.
Hebb was interested in the
culture surrounding the idea of
the common table—big groups of
people all sharing a meal together.
"Historically, the table is an
important cultural site," Hebb
said. "Except for Thanksgiving,
Americans don't often share a large
common table."
After Hebb put together several tables for his "One Pot" dinner series, he began to think of
new ways to incorporate Seattle
culture into the idea of the
common table.
Thus began "Songs for Eating
and Drinking," a series of invitation-only common table dinners
for musicians and top-tier members ofSeattle's music community

featuring performances by various
musicians and bands.
The first dinner was held
at Neumos and served around
25 diners. Musical performances included Stone Gossard
of Pearl Jam, Throw Me the
Statue, Arthur & Yu and other
local acts.
Though Hebb says the dinner
was a success, but what it was lacking was good documentation.

I'm advocating
for the

democratization
of photography.
Chase Jarvis
Photographer

This is where Jarvis came in.
"I feel like we needed someone
with the vision, passion and expertise Chase has to do the documentation," Hebb said.
Since then, Hebb has put on
several more "Songs for Eating and
Drinking" tables, all ofwhich have
been documented by Jarvis.
"He really makes you feel like
you're at the table," Hebb said.
Some of the more recent dinners have included artists like
Blue Scholars, The Swell Season,
Mudhoney, The Moondoggies,
The Dutchess and The Duke and
Rocky Votolato.
In addition to these conceptual
projects, Jarvis directs music videos and shoots photos for major
ad campaigns for companies like
Apple, Mountain Dew, Nikon
and Reebok.
He is currently working on
a project called "Seattle 100," a
book featuring portraits of 100
of Seattle's cultural leaders in-

cluding musicians, restaurateurs,
DJ's, writers, political figures
and artists.

Katy may be reached at
kmccourt@su-spectator.com.
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It's good to
be home:
Men's
basketball
victorious
over Utah
Valley 66-63
After two losses on the road, the Redhawks returned to
Key Arena to defeat the Utah Valley Wolverines. Chris Gweth
became the 34th player to score more than 1,000 career«points
Clara

Zachary Dunn
Staff Writer
After playing 13 of its last 18 games on the
road, the Seattle University men's basketball
team signaled it was good to be home by beating Utah Valley University 66-63 Saturday.
Senior guard Chris Gweth came into the
night on the brink of a milestone. He walked
away as the 34th player in Seattle University
basketball history to score more than 1,000
points in a collegiate career. Gweth went 4-12
from the field leading his team, along with
sophomore forward Gavin Gilmore, who had
12 points in the contest.
"He's always aggressive. He keeps coming,
he keeps driving, he keeps attacking," said
head coach Cameron Dollar of Gweth. "It's
easy to call his number, especially late because
you know he's going to be aggressive and try
to make a play."
Gweth made three of four free throws and
„

nabbed five steals and seven rebounds.
Sophomore Cervante Burrell led the
Redhawks squad with six rebounds while
Wolverine forward Jourdain Scoubes led in
overall point scoring with 16, all of which
came in the second half.
Seattle U created opportunity for itself,
leading Utah in field goal attempts, threepoint attempts and free throw attempts in
the first half. With 25 rebounds over Utah's
15 and six steals, the Redhawks seemed to be
in control for most of the first half. It was the
missed opportunities and 10 turnovers that
allowed Utah to pick up the pace toward the
end of the period.
Seattle U went into the locker room at
the half leading 31-26. They began the game
with a quick pace, moving the ball, scoring
points and forcing Utah to switch out their
lineup quite a bit. But it was the visitors that
carried the momentum at the half. With six
minutes left in the period, Wolverine junior

guard Shawn Deadwiler landed a three-point
shot to tie the game at 24. The Redhawks had
come out strong gaining a 13-point lead, but
Utah, shooting 44.4 percent from the threepoint arc put pressure on the Hawks, who
were shooting 18.2 percent from the arc.
The score tied four times, and the lead
was handed over a total of six times in the
second half, making it anyone's game. Seattle
U switched to a zone defense, allowing Utah
to connect on seven three-point shots. From
the three-point line Seattle U went 3-15 but
played as a team, creating opportunity and
distributing the ball.
Junior forward Alex Jones accumulated
three turnovers and personal fouls in just
three minutes of play in the first half. In
the second half, he scored 11 points—three
of those came from a far out shot that gave
his team the 54-53 lead in the final minutes.
With three minutes left in the game,
Gweth came off the bench and immediately

Ashley Brown leads her team
basketball in high school, where she
earned honorable mention on the
Seattle Post-Intelligencer's All-Area
team and was named to the King
County 4A first team.
Brown then began her career
at Seattle University, where she
has spent three years playing as a
forward. Brown had to sit out of
the season her junior year due to
an injury.
After returning from her injury, Brown and her teammates
were immediately faced with challenges. Along with the change up
to Division I, the lady Redhawks
were suffering from other player injuries and players out for academic
Courtesy Seattle U

Athletics

Kat Catlett
Staff Writer

Ashley Brown has been playing
basketball since she was in first grade,
along with many other sports.
It was basketball she fell in love
with when the competitiveness of
the sport matched up to her own
personal competitiveness.
Brown continued to play

ineligibility.
"It's been a tough season, we've
had two of our starting players out,"
Brown said. "We stick together."
As Brown reflects on the season,
she finds a lot to be proud of.
"Taking Portland to overtime
and beating UW-Milwaukee
were big accomplishments," Brown

said.
Head coach Joan Bonvicini also
feels Brown has also had some big
personal accomplishments.

Kat may be reached at
acatlett@su-spectator.com.

stole the ball, driving it in for a lay-up. The
electricity from the student section could be
felt as Gweth narrowed in on 1,000 career
points. Moments later, guarded by a couple
defenders, he was able to push through and
reach his benchmark.
In the final seconds of the game,
Seattle's lead narrowed to just one point.
But two points from sophomore forward
Aaron Broussard at the free throw line
limited Utah's options. Trailing by three,
the Wolverines failed to make a three-point
shot and Seattle hung on for the win.
"It's good to be home, good to get a win,"
Dollar said. "We got back to our bases of who
we are," Dollar said after the game.
Little was seen from junior power forward
Charles Garcia who scored only two points in
his 15 minutes of play.

Zachary may be reached at
zdunn@su-spectator.com

-

new system in place. She's handled
a very difficult situation with a lot

Jan.. 21.
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Men's basketball
defeats California
State University
Northridge

"She's an outstanding threepoint shooter, one of the best I've
coached," Bonvicini said. "She
came back after a year off and averaged double-figures with a whole

ofclass."
Brown describes her own personal accomplishment as simply
making it to senior year and being
able to push through diversity.
"I would love to win at least six
more games," Brown said about
the rest of the season. "I want us to
battle through when we're tired and
do everything coach asks us to."
Brown, a senior communications major, hopes to go to law
schoolafter graduating from Seatde
U, leaving behind her basketball
career.
"I'm ready to move on," Brown
said.
The lady Redhawks are currently 3-18 and will take on Longwood
University at the Connolly Center

Ganey |

The last timeSeattle University
California State University
Northridge on Jan. 11, the
Matadors broke their seven-game
losing streak when they defeated
the Redhawks 98-90. With their
second meeting on Jan. 19,
Seattle U made it an -even series
when they defeated the Matadors
74-64 at Key Arena.
Cal State Northridge is the
first ofseven teams the Redhawks
face twice this season. The
Matadors came into the game
on a three-game winning streak
that started with their victory
over Seattle U.
Trailing 29-25 at the half,
Seatde U made 60 percent of its
field goal attempts in the second
half to walk away with the win.
Forward Cervante Burrell led
the Redhawks with 17 points,
met

-

tying his season high. He also
posted five rebounds and three
assists. Power-forward Charles
Garcia scored 13 points and had
12 rebounds, marking his ninth
double-double of the season.
Coming off ofSaturdays win
against Utah Valley University in
which he became the 34th player
in Seattle U history to score at
least 1,000 career points, Chris
Gweth reached double figures
in scoring for the 12th straight
game. Gweth, senior guard,
scored 12 points and had 5 rebounds and 2 assists.
Seattle U will take on the
University of Washington Jan.
26 at the Bank ofAmerica Arena.
Tip-off is at 7 p.m. The team's
next home game will take place
Jan. 30 against the University of
Idaho.
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Indoor track season kicks
off with new school records
Track and field team adds
new coaches in preparation for the season
Carolyn Huynh
Staff Writer
When the starter pulled the
trigger to announce the start of the
women's 60-meter dash, indoor
track season for Seatde University

officially began.
The team's first

meet was

of the

team. We've come a long
way from the past few years."
The team has been rigorously
training and preparing for an
entry for the upcoming Great
West Conference meet hosted by
University ofSouth Dakota.
The track team has been unable
to meet the full requirements to
compete together for Great West in
the past, but in transitioning to D-I,
Seattle U is finally able to qualify.

hosted

by the University ofWashington
Saturday at Dempsey Indoor.
Seattle U was up against other
Division I schools from British
Columbia, Oregon, Washington
and Hawaii.
Keenan Clinch and Ty Jaros
both set new school records at the
season opener. Clinch, freshman
distance runner, bettered theschool
record of 1:27.6 when he posted a
time of 1:25.69 in the 600-meter
run. Jaros, sophomore jumper,
smashed the previous triple jump
record by more than a foot when
he took a 44' 2.5" leap.
Head Coach Trisha Steidl, in
her fourth consecutive year coaching at Seattle U, heads into the season as a D-I coach, leaving behind
her years as a Division II coach.
"This is new territory," Steidl
said. "We are still transitioning
from D-II to D-I. I am very proud

There has been a

general shift in attitude
among the athletes.
Trisha Steidl
Head Coach

Lots of changes have been made
since last season for the track team.
One significant change has been
an increase in staff.
"We've added a pole vaulter's
coach, a thrower's coach and a
jumper's coach," Steidl said. "There
has been a general shift in attitude
among the athletes—teamwork
has never been better and everyone
is

always

in

improvement in the team.
"One of our goals is to get respect out there and to show how far
we've come," said Cabebe, a senior
criminal justice major. "Thanks to
our new coaches, we've been getting more attention when it comes
to

specialized training."

Fellow teammate Zach Stanfield
agrees with Cabebe.
"This year's team is pretty
solid—the men's team especially,"
Stanfield, sophomore biology major, said. "We've been doing lots of
lifting, and my own goal is to get
a new personal best."
Seattle U walked away from the
UW Indoor Preview meet with a
4th place finish for junior Clare
Obradovich with a time of 27.99
in the women's 200-meter dash
and sophomore Alyssa Lout in sth
place with a time of 28.82 in the
same event. In the men's 60-meter dash, sophomore Jim Mezzera
placed 4th with a time of 7.29.
"The track season is a very long
one—it lasts up to four and a half
months," Steidl said. "But we're
looking at a beginning of a great
season as our first D-I one."
For more comprehensive results of
Saturday's meet, visit GoSeattleU.com

Carolyn may be reached at
chuynh@su-spectator.com

been a lot better.
"We're in a lot better shape,"
Frisby said. "We've worked a lot
harder and got a better training
program that we had set up for
[the players] starting in September,
October and November and that's

made a huge difference."
With a year behind it, the men's
tennis team is starting off its second Division I season with high

hopes.
"I'm really excited for this
season," said sophomore Adam
Strizich. "I hope that we'll do well.
I think we'll do better than we did
last year."
Last year, the team walked away
with a 4-11 record. Head Coach
Mark Frisby expects more this year
and hopes for a .500, or an 8-8
even record.
"I think everybody's first year is
really a learning year," Frisby said.
"The first year we were just fortunate to have a team because we
didn't start recruiting until March
for that fall and so this year we've
brought in one transfer and four
freshmen which has really made a
difference."
One of the new freshman players is Yusuke Kanehira from Japan,
the only international player on
the team. Kanehira has been in the
United States for four years and
has played with the Weil Tennis
Academy.
Frisby said that, compared to
last year, this year's training has

Kat Catlett

Staff Writer
When Mike Boxley isn't
playing with his toy airplane, he can be found leading
the Redhawks to victory.
Boxley, starting forward
for the men's basketball team,
was selected as Featured
Student-Athlete of the Week
by GoSeattleU.com for his
continued perseverance in the
out

classroom and exceptional
leadership and performance
on the court.
In the Redhawks' recent

victory against Oregon

State, Boxley dropped in four
three-pointers and led Seattle
University with 19 points.
As part of a family tradi-

Boxley has been playing basketball since he was
four years old. Surrounded by
older siblings, uncles and his
father, Boxley began to challenge himself at a young age
by playing with and against
people older than him. It was
when he began to play with
tion,

teammates his

own age that he

realized his talent.

Boxley has great

balance and a high

Tennis hopes for even season
Kate Ganiron
Staff Writer

Boxley leads men
to OSU victory

good spirits."

Women's co-captain Courtney
Cabebe said she's noticed a definite

PREVIEW

Seattle U's tennis team will
face tough competitors
but remain optimistic

ATHLETE SPOTLIGHT

A lot of the team's training happens in the off-season with weightlifting, sprints and agility training.
This year the players are all on a
set program that was designed for
tennis, which includes a mandatory eight hours of practice a week.
Each practice runs for roughly
two hours.

We've got a lot of
new competition. It's

a longer and more
grueling schedule.
Adam Strizich
Sophomore

The team alternates practices
between the Astro Gym in the
Connolly Center and the Amy Yee
Tennis Center, which is about 15
minutes away from Seattle U. The
Amy YeeTennis Center is a public
facility and lets the team use two
of their courts three days a week
for practices.

This year the team is confident
in their improvement but still a bit

wary of their competition.
"I can't really expect too
much against the higher ranked
schools, but there are schools
on our schedule that we should
beat," said sophomore Simon
Meske.
This year the team will be traveling for 35 days to new places
and playing new teams. They will
be playing around 16 matches on
the road and about four matches
at home.
"I think that our entire schedule will be challenging," Strizich
said."We've got a lot of new competition. It's a longer and more
grueling schedule than it has been
in the past."
The team will be participating
in the Independent Tournament
this year, which will be held in
Fairfax, Va.
Frisby said Meske—who transferred from St. Mary's College
this year—and sophomore Mark
Shkrebtan, are this year's star players. Shkrebtan played at number
one last year and shares the number one and two spots with Meske
this year.
Though practices and the
schedule is tougher than last
year, the Seatde U men's tennis team
remains optimistic for the season.
Kate may be reached at

kganiron@su-spectator.com

level of intensity.
"I wasn't very good at
school when I was younger,"
said Boxley, senior journalism
major. "[Basketball] was something I shined at."
Boxley says his biggest motivation is his little sister, Mary

Boxley.
"She works hard and has
supported me in all that I
do," Boxley said. "We're very
close."
Head coach Cameron
Dollar described Boxley as "a

Courtesy SeattleU Athletics

role model forall students, not
just athletes."
"He has great balance as
well as a high level of intensity," Dollar said, "There's no
drop off in how he approaches
either side."

Dollar praised Boxley for
his ability to become an effective leader quickly and for his
persistence.

Boxley and Dollar agree
that persistence is key this year
for the Redhawks. The men's
record stands at 9-11 with
the team being in year two of
the transition to Division I.
However, none of the team's
losses have been devastating;
all losses have been within 20
points. Boxley wants to see
his team staying competitive
all season.
"I want us to go out every
single night and compete and
not have any regrets," Boxley
said.
Dollar holds similar goals
for the Redhawks.
"We [should] continue
to be extremely competitive
and continue to get better
and maximize our potential,"
Dollar said.
The next home game for
the mens basketball team will
be Jan. 30 against University
ofIdaho. Six ofthe team's next
10 games will be at home.
Kat may be reached at
kcatlett@su-spectator.com
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Online P-I fails readers
Disaster in Haiti
needs our response

It was only a year ago that Seattle still had two daily newspapers, and the now defunct one was running compelling

Aid has finally begun to reach Haiti after a week of
suffering on the part of its citizens.
Much of the immediate response to Haiti's natural disaster relied on new media outlets like Twitter, Facebook
and text donations. While the international response
to the earthquake in Port-au-Prince was swift, students
should be responsible and educated in their response to
the tragedy.
As you consider donating your time or money to this
cause, be conscientious and conscious of your actions.
Make sure you know where your money is going. Check
to be sure the organization you are considering donating
to is a recognized charity with a registered website.
Text donations sent to the Red Cross reached $22 million as of Monday afternoon, but they can take months
to reach the people on the ground.
Facebook groups promising to donate a certain amount
of money to a cause for every member that joins are almost always empty promises. You cannot simply click a
button to make a difference. Look beyond options that
appear convenient.
The FBI sent a warning

would-be philanthropists
about donation scams perpetuated through e-mails and on
social networking sites following Hurricane Katrina. They
advised making contributions directly to known organizations rather than relying on others to make the donation
on your behalf. These same principles should be followed
in light of the Haiti crisis.
It takes time for charities to mobilize in times of tragedy, so let this be a reminder that the victims in Haiti will
continue to be affected for months to come as they pick
up the pieces of their lives. We need to keep the people
of Haiti in mind even after the disaster disappears from
the headlines.
Continue to educate yourself and consider attending
events like the teach-in for Haiti Jan. 22 to learn about
the history of the country and its unique needs. More
than 200 students have contacted Campus Ministry with
ideas for on campus aid activities. There will be plenty
of chances to make a difference in the real world in the
coming weeks.
to

investigate journalism about the Boy Scouts' cozy relationship with loggers and the hidden dangers and shady dealings
of the honey industry.
Yesterday, that paper—once called the Seattle PostIntelligencer, now called seattlepi.com in its online-only
form—was kind enough to inform the people of Puget Sound
that Bill Gates had joined Twitter for real this time.
Indeed, in what was billed as a journalism experiment
for the nation to watch, the results have been as disappointing as Microsoft Windows Vista—plenty offlash but
little substance.
Just more than a year after the Hearst Corporation announced it would sell the P-I or go online only, the content
of seattlepi.com is clearly intended to drive traffic, and in
turn, create ad revenue.
With driving traffic motivating journalism, Golden Globe
galleries dominate a home page and images of the Haiti
earthquake from a seattlepi.com photographer get buried.
Even The New York Times and Fox News featured those
photos more prominently.
Newspapers are important because they have provided
local coverage consistently more professionally, fairly and accurately than other media. And as a recent study conducted
in Baltimore demonstrated, newspapers still generate more
original reporting than any other media.
Seattlepi.com relies heavily on reader blogs, pointing to
other site's content, aggregated photos and stories, staff commentary and yes, LOLCats.
Seattlepi.com's content is impressive for a small staff of
20 very talented "news gatherers," who don't deserve blame
for its lackluster editorial standards. These journalists are
victims of big media corporations and audiences that value
news content but don't understand that original reporting is
expensive and currently funded by print, not Web, advertising. Their local-focused, original content is hidden beneath
red carpets and sexy headlines.
But Seattle and all communities deserve committed local
coverage and original reporting. Seattlepi.com and other media, including this one, would do well to remember that.
The Puget Sound doesn't need its own Huffington Post.

Managing editor Braden VanDragt, a seattlepi.com intern, abstained from this
editorial.

The Spectator editorial board consists of Joshua Lynch, Matthew Martell, Braden VanDragt, Frances Dinger, Fernando Sioson, Mary
Pauline Diaz, Taylor Olson, Angelo
Carosio and Katy McCourt-Basham. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator.
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Editor-in-Chief
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submit cover letter and resume to editor@su-spectator.com.
deadline for submissions is March 1.
Letters to the editor should be 300 to 500 words long and e-mailed to opinion@su-spectator.com. The Spectator reserves the right
to edit letters for length, spelling,
grammar and style errors. Letters will also be published on su-spectator.com/opinion.
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Garcia vs. Pondexter: Northwest grudge match
Fernando Sioson
Assistant News Editor
The Seattle University vs.
University of Washington men's
basketball game Tuesday could
be a repeat of last year's blowout by the Huskies, or it could
be a pleasurable surprise for
Redhawks basketball.
Every statistic seems to be against
Seattle U for this game.The Pac-10
Huskies are 12-5 this season with
huge wins over Portland State and
Stanford University. The Redhawks
stand at 9-11 with some good
wins over University of California
Davis and the University
of Utah.
UW is a proven team with a
proven coach. On the flip side,
Seattle U is a fledgling when it
comes to D-I basketball.
Oregon State University, which
Seattle U blew out by 51 points, was

beaten by UW by a margin of only 6
points. Interestingly, Charles Garcia,
the top scorer, played few minutes
in that game. Quincy Pondexter,
the UW leading scorer, played his
normal amount of minutes in the
UW vs. Oregon State game.

In terms of offense,
the teams are actually

equal, both averaging
80 points per game.

-

It is the battle between these two
scoring stars that will be the highlight of the night. Though the 6
foot 10 inch Garcia probably won't
guard the 6 foot 6 inch Pondexter,
both of them will be keys to their
teams' success or failure.

Garcia is 14th in the nation in
scoring, with an average of 21.1
points per game on 47 percent
shooting accuracy, including 31
percent from beyond the arc. He
also averages almost nine rebounds
and an assist per game. He has 11
steals and 16 blocks on the season.
Top it off, he averages around 60
percent for free throw shooting.
Pondexter, recently named Pac-10 player of the week, averages
20.3 points per game on 56 percent
shooting accuracy, with 29 percent
from beyond the arc. He gets just
below eight rebounds and 1.6 assists per game. He has an impressive
26 steals in 17 games to go with a
total of 15 blocks on the season. In
terms offree throws he averages an
excellent 83 percent.
While Garcia's stat line maybe
looks better than Pondexter's, it's
arguable that the Redhawks lean
on Garcia more than the Huskies

depend on Pondexter. Looking at
scoring averages, though, the next
three top scorers on both teams
average a combined 32 points per
game each.

Only Tuesday's game

will settle things
once and for all.
In

terms

of offense, the

teams

are actually equal with both averaging a total of about 80 points per
game. The real difference is defense,
where the Huskies have the edge.
UW allows their opponents an average of 71.4 points per game while
the Redhawks allow a significantly
larger 82.4 points per game.
Not to mention that the total
height of their team exceeds the

Warren turns profits Cooper a joke,
on readers' sorrows not a journalist
Matthew Martell
Managing Editor/Copy Chief
Frank Warren's appearance in
the Campion Ballroom Thursday
drew one of the biggest turnouts
for a campus-sponsored event
other than Quadstock or Fall Ball
in recent memory. It's great to
see 600 or so otherwise lethargic
Seatde University students coming
together to show their support for
an event on campus, but I have to
ask: Did it really have to be for
PostSecret?
I loathe PostSecret. To me,
Frank Warren is something like a
new-wave, spiritual-but-not-religious, feel-good, group therapytype faux-Catholic confessor, and
his Web site (hosted oh the most
pathetic of blog servers, Blogger)
acts as a new media confession
booth for the sorrow-stricken
masses of the modern era. But
his confessional doesn't work the
way a church's does. Rather than
helping people sort through and
repent for their sins, PostSecret
celebrates hardship and emotional pain in a way that makes my
stomach churn.
Let's be clear on this; I don't
hate the people who send their
secrets into Warren in hopes of
having them posted on his site. If
that's the wayyou want to go about
letting out your internal turmoil,
that's your prerogative. It's Warren
and the way his organization operates that I have problems with.
Warren makes bank on the
secrets of others. Sure, he gives
a lot of his profits to Hopeline,
a national suicide prevention organization. But PostSecret is also
Warren's full-time job. He makes
his living by publishing the private
lives of others, and even knowing
this, thousands of people still cede
their secrets over to his control
every week.
It's also a commonly known
fact that many Post Secret fans
routinely submit fallacious secrets

to

Warren in the hope of getting

published, and every week Warren
culls down his submissions from
thousands to the mere 20 that are
posted weekly on his site.
If Warren posted every secret
he received, I'd be more inclined
to view his project from a noble
lens. But I'm willing to bet that approach to PostSecret would make
it less appealing for his readers. The
biggest draw with PostSecret seems
to lie in the choosing process and
in the hopes that one's secret can
be looked upon voyeuristically by
all of the site's devoted fans.
So it seems to me the people
doing the confessing are engaged
in some postmodern self-obsession
ritual—one that purports to give
people strength through encouraging them to show their weakness.
Heaven forbid that anyone with
a problem in the 21st century
should even think about trying
to take any action to change their
lives for the better.
At the end of the day, I'm of
the opinion that PostSecret is little
more than a shining example of
the rampant escapism of the online
age. It's a quaint, but ultimately
insufficient, therapy blanket that
draws viewers in on virtue of its
reverse-schadenfreude; it makes
readers feel great because they are
forced into a state of catharsis by
gazing upon the secrets of people
they will likely never meet in
real life.
Here's my confession: I secretly
hope that, the next time I'm feeling depressed because of problems
in my life, someone takes notice
of my pain in the real world,
and offers to help me through it
face-to-face. God knows any sort
of human contact will be more
therapeutic than gazing at the illustrated angst of a collective of
digitally isolated people on a site
full of "secrets."

Matthew may be reached at
copy@su-spectator.com

Joshua Lynch
Editor-in-chief

in arms about Guptas moves and

rightfully so. Journalists are there
the event, not participate
in it. Journalists should be able to
help in a matter oflife and death.
Neither situation truly was, yet
CNN's "coverage" painted it exceedingly so.
As Bob Steele, a journalism values scholar at The Poynter Institute,
said, "If it's imperative that he intervene and help medically, then
take him out ofhis journalistic role
and do that. But don't have him
covering the same stories in which
he's a participant. It muddles the
to cover

Anderson Cooper, you truly ire
everywhere. You take 360 degrees
to the max.
If anyone doubts it, they should
check

out

CNN's story

on its own

reporter saving a Haitian boy from
a clash Monday in the earthquake-

shattered streets.
The young boy was hit in the
head with a chunk of concrete
thrown from above and brilliant
red blood was pouring out of his
head. And faster than a CNN Hero,
Cooper was there to save the day.

The result is news
as entertainment,

not with substance
Later, stories

on

CNN and

a

blog post from Cooper dramatically detailed the dashing rescue.
"I ran

to

where he was strug-

gling, and picked him up off the
ground," Cooper wrote. "I brought
him to a spot about a hundred feet
away. I could feel his warm blood
on my arms. I stood him up, but
he was clearly unable to walk."
People ate it up like it truly deserves a gonzo journalism award.
Really, the CNN machine deserves an award for turning the
tragedy in Haiti into a marketing
scheme and somehow managing to
make news about its reporters.
Cooper's actions weren't
isolated. CNN Chief Medical
Correspondent Sanjay Gupta
was the star of a four-minute
news segment leading CNN's
afternoon Haiti coverage Jan.
14. In this incident, Gupta, who
is also a neurologist, evaluated a
15-month-old baby for signs of
a fracture. The producer assisted
with some gauze.
Media ethicists were quickly up

journalistic reporting."
The true issue is not Cooper
and Gupta's actions—but how the
network made these non-stories
into stories. If the concern was
about transparency, a small note
would have sufficed. If reporters
are compelled to act, it doesn't
deserve headlines—at least from
their own news organizations.
Every day since the earthquake
struck, thousands of Haitians and
relief workers have done far braver and more helpful things than
Cooper and Gupta. Their stories
deserve to be told.
Instead, two reporters and their
crews produced blogs and videos
for U.S. audiences about themselves. The result is news as entertainment, not with substance.
Instead of seeing Haitians helping Haitians, CNN viewers get
the privileged men rushing to the
rescue yet again.
Cooper's stuntfollows so closely
on the success of Gupta's medical
drama that its motives are suspect.
It would be hard not to be aware
of the cameras rolling around him.
He looks rather like James Bond
as still and video cameras closely
followed his every move.
And that's what Cooper should
stick to: looking pretty in front of
a camera," reporting real news.
Josh may be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com

total height of our team by about
eight feet. Garcia gives our front
court a small advantage (he is the
tallest player on both teams), but
our guards are significantly shorter
than UW's.
All of these statistics work
out to a victory by University of
Washington by about 10 points.
This could be considered a win in
our book, reflecting back on the
complete blowout that was last
year's game.
The cherry on top is the fact
that this game will be on UW's
home court.
There are no sure things
in the world of sports. Only
Tuesday's game at 7 p.m. at the
Bank of America Arena will settle things once and for all, until
next year.
Fernando may be reached at
fsioson@su-spectator.com

THE
TEN
Places to rummage if a natural
disaster hits Capitol Hill

Everyday Music. Get that
limited edition 7" you always wanted.
Moeßar. Drown your sorrows in trendy drinks.

Cupcake Royale. Gotta
keep up that blood sugar!

Caffe Vita. No disaster
will keep us away from
our high-quality fair trade
coffee.
The Crypt. For all of your
sexy post-apocalyptic
needs.

The hot dog stands outside of The Comet, your
drunk snacks shall be
overpriced no more.
Twice Sold Tales. Free
Cats!

Value Village. What? It's
still Capitol Hill.

Ben Gibbard's apartment.
He probably has some
pretty cool stuff.

Velo Bike Shop. To keep
your fixie in good repair;
stay hip in any situation.

public
safety

reports

Malicious Mischief
Jan. 17, 2:15 a.m.
Public Safety discovered a cement trash can that had been
knocked over near the Murphy
Village Apartments. Public Safety
was able to return the trash can
to its appropriate location and
did not observe any permanent
damage.

Malicious Mischief

Jan. 17, 4:00 p.m.
Public Safety observed several
incidents of graffiti both in spray
paint and permanent markers
across several areas of campus.
Photographs were taken and deficiencies submitted to Facilities
to initiate removal.

lastlooks

su-spectator.com/multimedia

Model
Railroad
Show

returns
to Pacific
Science
Center

Alleged Conduct
Violation
Jan. 17, 9:30 p.m.
Public Safety contacted several
students who had exited a room
where a possible alcohol violation
occurred.The students were cooperative and stated that they did
not reside in the room of concern.
Public Safety later discovered the
two students contacted were
indeed residents of the room in

The 36th Annual Model Railroad
Expo steamed into the Pacific
Science Center Jan. 16. The
show featured dozens of model
train displays created by National Model Railroad Association,
Pacific Northwest Region, 4th
Division, a local organization of
model railroaders.

question.

Medical Assist
Jan. 17, 9:40 p.m.

Mary K. Bryant-Likens

|

The Spectator

Public Safety received a report
from a student requesting a nonemergency medical transport to
a local hospital for severe pain in
lower back and legs. Public Safety provided a vehicle escort to a
local hospital and advised Housing of the student's status.
Auto Prowl
Jan. 18, 5:10 a.m.
Public Safety on patrol found
a broken window on a vehicle.
Public Safety is investigating.
Motor Vehicle Accident
Jan. 18, 6:00 p.m.
A community memberreported a
rock from a semi-truck may have
struck the window of a university
van while driving along the freeway, causing the glass in a window to shatter. No injuries were

reported.

Auto Prowl Attempt
Jan. 18, 7:50 p.m.
A student reported an auto prowl

attempt had occurred on the second level of the Murphy Garage.
Public Safety noticed damage to
the door consistent with someone attempting to use a tool
to pull the door away from the
frame. The victim did not believe
anything hadbeen removed from
the vehicle.

For a continued listing of public
safety incidents turn to page 8.
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